
PERIODIC  TEST - 3

Class  IX ENGLISH Time  : 3 hrs.

Max Marks : 80
1. The Question paper is divided into 3 sections.

2. SECTION A (Reading ): 20 marks, SECTION B (Writing & Grammar)  30 marks,

SECTION C (Literature) : 30 marks.

3. All Questions are compulsory

SECTION - A - READING

1. Read the following passage and answer  the  given questions

Unstable weather causes considerable variations in the yields of agricultural crops. With

the help of dynamic mathematical models, it is possible to forecast yields more accurately.

A dynamic model of a crop is an algorithm which permits scientists, aided by an electronic

computer, to calculate within minutes a sufficiently full picture of the growth of a crop

from the shoots of plants to the harvest.

The models can help to estimate the mass and areas of leaves, stalks and roots; the

beginning dates of the various phases of plant growth and the amount of consumption of

water and mineral substance by the crop. The scientists have succeeded in describing

the influence of the environmental conditions on the physiological processes of plants

such as photosynthesis, respiration, mineral feeding, growth and development. The daily

changes of weather condition- air, temperature and humidity, solar radiation and rainfall-

are taken into account in the calculations. A characteristic feature of dynamic models is

the numerous feedbacks which make their behaviour somewhat like that of living organisms.

For instance, a sharp increase in the temperature of the air will lead to an increase in the

temperature of leaves, which in turn will raise transpiration and inevitably influence the

intensity of photosynthesis, the main source of building materials for the growth of plants.

Since photosynthesis and transpiration will change, the crop will also change and in the

future it will react differently to new temperature increases.

The picture is sufficiently complex, even when only one section of the system of

relationships between weather and yields is examined. The dynamic models take a great

number of such variables into account.

The method of evaluations is sufficiently simple; the scientists calculate with the help of a

model the two variants of a crop-one based on factual meteorological data in a given

period of time and the other founded on average climatic conditions in the same period.

Of course, dynamic models cannot fully solve the task of yield forecasting, since for this

purpose scientists must have long term weather forecasts of high reliability, and this is

one of the most difficult problems before modern science. Nevertheless, they can help to

substantially improve agricultural practices; changes in temperatures, humidity and wind

velocities can be estimated in terms of gained or lost agricultural produce.
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In agronomical practice a lot of time the funds are expended on field experiments designed

to test varieties and to select optimal sowing dates and the rates of seeding for given

climatic conditions. Dynamic models will accelerate the solution of these tasks.

Besides, with the help of these models, scientists will be able to evaluate the influence of

the possible natural and anthropogenous changes of the climate on the agricultural

production.

1.1. On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following

questions briefly. 4 × 1 = 4

a) What causes considerable variation in the yield of agricultural crops?

b) What is the characteristic feature of dynamic models?

c) How is it possible to forecast yields more accurately?

d) What is happening in the advanced countries with regard to the yield forecast?

1.2. Complete the following sentences. 2 × 1 = 2

a) The scientists calculate with the help of a model of two variants of a crop......

b) With the help of Dynamic models scientists will be able to evaluate the ......

1.3. Find words from the passage which mean the same as the following: 2 ×1 = 2

a) Relating to man’s origin b) Scatter seed

2. Read the following passage and answer the questions given.

When we think of intelligent members of the animal kingdom, the creatures that spring

immediately to mind are apes and monkeys. But in fact the social lives of some members

of the insect kingdom are sufficiently complex to suggest more than a hint of intelligence.

Among these, the world of the ant has come in for considerable  scrutiny  lately and it has

been found that ants demonstrate sparks of cognition. Ants store food ,repel attackers

and use chemical signals to contact one another in case of attack. They farm fungi. Raise

some small insects as livestock, launch armies  to war, use chemical sprays  to alarm

and confuse enemies, capture slaves, engage in child labour, exchange  information

ceaselessly. The farming methods of ants may be more sophisticated  and adaptable

than was thought. They do not ruin environment or use much amounts of energy. Ants

were farmers fifty million  years before humans were. Ants can’t digest the cellulose in

leaves— but some fungi can. The ants therefore cultivate these fungi in their nests, bringing

them leaves to feed on, and use them as a source of food.

Whereas prehistoric man had no exposure to urban lifestyles , the evidence suggests

that ants have lived in urban settings for close on a hundred million years, developing and

maintaining underground cities of specialised chambers and tunnels.
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i) What is the factor that differentiates ants from other insects? 4 x 2 = 8

ii) How can we find out that ants  demonstrate sparks of cognition?

iii) What makes ants farming more sophisticated than humans?

iv) What does the evidence suggest  about ants’ lifestyle?

v) Find out one word from the passage  for the words and phrases  given below.

i) The ability to  understand things by using one’s powers of reasoning 4 × 1 = 4

ii) The substance from which the cell walls of plants are made.

iii) Requiring high levels of skills and knowledge.          iv)   Continuously

SECTION - B - WRITING & GRAMMAR

3. During the holidays you visited your mother’s village.  You are much fascinated by the

beauty and calmness of the place and also the hospitality of the people. Write a diary

entry comparing the city life and the village life using the hints given.  8 × 1 = 8

The greenery- boating and fishing ........... vast rice fields ............ no pollution ............

children freely playing ............. happiness of the people ........... content with what they

have ........ busy city life ......... crowded .............. polluted .......... suffocating smell ............

OR

Your school recently celeberated world earth day. Write a brief description of the event in 100

words.

4. Complete the story given. 10

It was a  pleasant morning ..............  an important day ............ my Board exam result to

be published ............. in my sleep I saw a dream .............

OR

Truth always pays ..... spoke truth .... got in trouble .... upset .... changed mind .... later  realised

5. Fill in the blanks with suitable words. 4 × 1 = 4

Tobacco  ......(i).....  brought  into Europe from  America by Sir Walter Raleigh four centuries

......(ii)..... and  since then it spread everywhere. I doubt whether there is any good  .....(iii).....

the habit, even when tobacco is not used to excess, it is extremely difficult to get rid of the

habit  once it  .....(iv).....

i) a) is b) has c) was d) were

ii) a) ago b) before c) then d) when

iii) a) at b) in c) for d) of

iv) a) formed b) is formed c) has formed d) were formed

6. Rearrange the given words and phrases to form meaningful sentences.  4 × 1 = 4

i) are / every / employees / Friday / other / paid /

ii) a  / is / if / holiday / Friday / following / payday / be / Monday / will /

iii) holiday / annually / initiated / the / schedule / is /

iv) more / no / than / annually / authorized / one / is / holiday / personal /
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7. There is one error in each line of the passage. Correct  the mistake and write the

answer in the space provided. 4 × 1 = 4

Error Correct

The grandeur of an  drawing  room Eg. an a

and a living room are best felt (a) .......... ...........

when there is an element of

natural pride possession- a tree (b) .......... ...........

or an indoor plant, or even for (c) .......... ...........

that matter a sapling. Children

as for now get to see less of (d) .......... ...........

greenery and more of software parks.

SECTION - C - LITERATURE & LONG READING TEXT

8. Read any one of  the following extracts and  answer  the questions given. 4 × 1 = 4

“And the strength of the tree exposed

The source, white and wet,

The most sensitive, hidden

For years inside the earth.’’

i) What is the strength of the tree?

ii) How  is the strength of the tree  exposed?

iii) Why is it hidden inside the earth?

iv)  Name the poet and the poem.

OR

“ I’m glad you’re pleased to see me. I don’t think you’ll be pleased for long.”

i) Who says  this to whom?

ii) Why is the speaker glad?

iii) How can he make the other one happy?

iv) Why does the speaker say he won’t be pleased for long?

9. Answer any five these questions in about 30-40 words. 5 × 2 = 10

i) Why did Santhosh Yadav threaten her parents that she would never marry?

ii) What are the qualities that helped Maria Sharapova reach the top of the world?

iii) How did the doctor show the presence of mind when he encountered the snake?

iv) How did the “Last Leaf” become Behrman’s masterpiece?

v) What were the experiences of the boy in his school after his house was caught fire?

vi) How was Einstein’s private life unraveling after he finished his studies?

vii) What differences do you find in present school and the school described in the lesson

‘The Fun They Had’?

10. Answer one question in 100-150 words. 8

a) How did Gerrard trap the intruder in the play, “If I Were You”?

b) Write about some of the important sights the writer noticed at Kathmandu.

11. Answer the  question  in about 100-150 words. 8

a) The spring season is a festive season that brings people together : The Lost Child.

Write about the qualities of the stranger who tried to soother and help the lost child.

b) How can you call Bill Bryson  an “Accidental Tourist”?
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